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Abstract
The Electric Vehicle Health Monitoring System is designed to collect and log data related
to electric vehicles. Converting combustion engine vehicles to electric power removes most of
the instrumentation, which needs to be replaced in order to ensure safe operation of the vehicle.
The Electric Vehicle Health Monitoring System is designed to be accessible to undergraduate
students and be used as an accessory to the UAH Electric Vehicle Club’s Electrically Powered
Vehicle Conversion project. The system can record data such as: battery temperature, motor
temperature, motor controller temperature, motor RPM, speed, position, voltage, and current.
The project is designed to be able to be expanded upon and modified as the UAH Electric
Vehicle Club’s project gets upgraded.
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Introduction
Modern transportation methods largely rely on fossil fuels, which produce emissions that
can be harmful to the environment. In response to the emissions problem, governments
worldwide have been increasing regulations to limit the number of emissions released.
Automobile manufacturers are now looking towards more economically friendly methods of
powering vehicles since now the oncoming regulations are making combustion engines less and
less profitable. Following this trend, the UAH Electric Vehicle (EV) Club sought out to raise
awareness for EVs and give students opportunities to design and work on EV projects. One of
the projects, the Electrically Powered Vehicle Conversion project, took a Mazda Miata and
replaced the original combustion engine with an electric motor. One issue that arises with
converting cars to electrical is that almost all of the instrumentation in the car is designed to
work with a combustion engine and not compatible with an electric motor. In order to get data
and test the vehicle, an array of sensors and programming to record the data has to be custom
made to fit the car due to the nonstandard nature of the car.

Figure 1: The UAH EV Club's conversion project
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Project Overview
Project Goals
The goal of the Electric Vehicle Health monitoring system is to create a data collection
system which can be used in conjunction with the EV Club’s EV conversion project and allow
for easy modification of the system for any future changes and upgrades to the vehicle. The
system is to be able to record key information about the vehicle such as: battery array
temperature, voltage, current, motor temperature, motor controller temperature, motor RPM
(rotations per minute), and vehicle speed. The system is to be able to automatically turn on and
begin logging data every time the vehicle starts up. The data is to be stored in a format which can
be read easily and processed by computer programs for analysis.
Specifications
The monitoring system’s sensor array must be capable of measuring the full range of
possible conditions that the vehicles components may go under. The system should be capable of
all the following tasks:
•

Measure battery temperatures up to 51.7°C

•

Measure motor controller temperatures up to 85°C

•

Measure motor temperatures up to 120°C

•

Measure voltages of 96+-8V

•

Measure current via a shunt resistor

•

Measure RPM between 0 – 10,000 RPM

•

Measure speed of the vehicle

•

Log all data to a storage device
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Block Diagram

Figure 2: Block diagram of the system
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Design
Microcontroller
To communicate with the sensor array and record the data, a microcontroller was
required. Since the intention of the Electric Vehicle Health Monitoring System is to be used as
part of the EV club’s conversion project, the system should be easy for undergraduate students to
modify and program. In order to make the system the most accessible, an Arduino Mega was
chosen to be used as the system’s microcontroller. Many engineering students are familiar with
the Arduino platform and many software libraries are available for the Arduino product
ecosystem, which makes it easy for students to work with. The Arduino Mega has the capability
to connect many sensors and peripherals, having 54 digital input pins and 16 analog input pins.
An Arduino Mega prototype shield1 was paired with the microcontroller allowing for quick
connections to the microcontroller using the shield’s built in screw terminals.

Figure 3: An Arduino Mega
1

An Arduino shield is a board that can be plugged on top of the Arduino PCB. Arduino shields

typically expand the capability of the Arduino, however, an Arduino prototype shield is a blank
shield that has no electronics on it which can be used to create your own shield.
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Figure 4: The prototype shield used to house the electronics

Interface
An LCD screen was included to provide the ability to view the data without needing to
connect to a computer. A basic segmented 4-line, 20-character per line LCD screen was chosen
over larger screens to provide a balance between power consumption and amount of data able to
display at once. Since the display can only display a few parameters at once, a menu system was
created to navigate to different screens which display all of the data available. A rotary encoder
was used to serve as a method for selecting the different menus.

Figure 5: (Left) The rotary encoder (Right) The LCD screen
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The rotary encoder works by twisting the knob left and right to cycle between the menus.
The menu system works by using a simple switch case statement to switch between the pages.
The rotary encoder has a variable called mainPageNum which is used to determine the current
displayed page in the switch statement and is adjusted each time the rotary encoder is turned.
The code for the rotary encoder includes logic to wrap around back to page one once the
maximum amount of pages is reached. A software library called Encoder was used in order to
handle interrupts in a resource efficient way, which is difficult to do manually.

Figure 6: Flow diagram of the menu system

Data Logging
To save the data for viewing and analysis, an SD card reader module was included. The
data is saved to the SD card in a .CSV format that can be viewed in spreadsheet programs. Each
time the microcontroller is started up it creates a new CSV file to begin logging to.
Every variable is stored in a different column and a new row is created every time the main
program loops.

Figure 7: The SD card reader module
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Temperature Sensors
The temperature sensors were chosen to be able to read the full range of possible
temperatures that the vehicle might be able to produce. The TMP36 temperature sensor was
chosen for its wide range of temperatures, being able to read from -40°C to +150°C. In addition,
the sensor operates at voltages between 2.7-5.5V which is compatible with the Arduino Mega’s
ADC (analog to digital converter) without having to scale the voltage up or down.

Figure 8: A TMP36 temperature sensor

Figure 9: A TMP36 wired up with a protective sleeve

Six different temperature sensors were included to measure four different battery compartments,
the motor, and the motor controller. The temperature sensors wires were bundled together and
placed in protective tubing in order to avoid and damage to the wires due to friction or
environmental reasons.
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Figure 10: The tubing used to protect the exposed wires in the vehicle

To get a temperature reading from the sensors, the program has to first read the analog
values from the sensor. The temperature sensors output an analog signal between 0-5V which
corresponds to the temperature. The analog to digital converter interprets a 5V signal as 1023
and a 0V signal as 0. To get voltage from the 0-1023 values the program divides the ADC
reading by 1024 to get a ratio, and then multiplies by 5V to get what voltage the sensor had
outputted to the ADC. To convert this voltage to degrees, the program then subtracts 0.5 which
allows for a negative range of temperatures. Finally, that value is multiplied by 100, which gives
the temperature in degrees Celsius.
RPM Sensor
Typically, combustion engines have a sensor called a crankshaft position sensor, which
counts the number of times that the crankshaft is turned. The specific electric motor that was
used in the UAH EV Club’s project did not have such a sensor, so one was needed to be made.
Crankshaft position sensors work by utilizing a type of sensor called a hall effect sensor, which
can detect when a magnetic field is near it. A common way to use hall effect sensors is to bias
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the sensor by placing a magnet on top of the sensor. When a hall effect sensor is biased by a
magnet it can detect when ferrous metal is nearby. With the sensor in this configuration, it can be
used to detect each time a tooth on a gear passes by the sensor.

Figure 11: A typical Hall effect sensor

As shown in the figure below, a MLX90217 hall effect sensor was used, along with a
magnet which was glued to the back of the sensor. To get the RPM reading, the program uses
interrupts to count how many times gear teeth pass by the sensor within a short period of time.
Each time metal passes by the sensor the microcontroller reads a digital high and increases the
count by one. When the program determines what the RPM is, it looks to see how many times a
gear tooth was counted in between the time it last calculated the RPM. For testing, a single tooth
on the output of a drill was used, however, a 10 toothed sprocket was attached to the output shaft
of the vehicles motor and the code will have to be adjusted to account for 10 teeth instead of one
tooth.
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Figure 12: A MLX90217 with a biasing magnet glued to the back

Figure 13: Toothed sprocket used inside the EV Club's conversion project

GPS
A GPS module was included as a way to record the speed of the vehicle. In addition, a
GPS is useful for getting the date and time of day for logging purposes. The system uses a NEO6M GPS module, which is compatible with Arduino and has many software libraries available
for use. The program logs GPS Status, date, time, speed, latitude, and longitude information. To
get this information, the program uses a library called NeoGPS to operate the module. The GPS
is not reliable at discerning low speeds (less than 10 MPH) since the speed is calculated from
distance traveled, so a Low-Pass filter was included to filter out any lower speed data.
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Figure 14: The Neo-6M GPS module

Voltage and Current Sensor
The Arduino Mega’s ADC is capable of reading analog voltages up to 5V. In order to
measure voltages upward of 100V, something must be done to scale down the voltage. A simple
voltage divider circuit can be used to divide the voltage down to something readable by the
Arduino. Using the voltage divider equation,
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 ∗ (

𝑅2
)
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

an output voltage can be determined given the input voltage and a pair of resistors chosen to
provide a specific ratio of voltage division. Setting Vin to 100V, R1 to 220KΩ, and R2 to 10KΩ
gives an output voltage of 4.3V. Setting the resistors to these values provides a margin between
the nominal voltage and the maximum voltage of the ADC.
To measure current, a type of resistor called a shunt resistor must be used. A shunt
resistor is a low resistance resistor, which has a small voltage drop across it that corresponds to
the amount of current passing through the shunt. The EV Club’s battery array has a shunt resistor
that drops 50mV at 400 Amps of current. 50mV is too small of a maximum voltage to be read by
the ADC, so an amplifier circuit needs to be used to boost the voltage to 5V at max.
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Testing and Results
Data Logging
To test the data logging features, the system was powered on and off several times in a
row. As shown in Figure 15, the software created a new CSV file each time the Arduino booted
up and named it appropriately. In addition, shown in Figure 16, the formatting of the columns of
data was correct on each file.

Figure 15: List of CSV files generated during testing

Figure 16: Columns of data to be recorded

Temperature Sensors
To verify the accuracy of the temperature sensors, the sensors were placed on top of a
desk in a controlled temperature environment. The temperatures were then compared to the
room’s thermostat reading. As shown in Figure 17, the temperatures were mostly around 19°C.
The room’s thermostat read a temperature of 68°F (20°C). Since the sensors were placed on a
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desk surface, it makes sense that the readings were slightly lower than the ambient room
temperature.

Figure 17: Temperatures recorded during testing (in degrees Celsius)

RPM Sensor
To verify the accuracy of the RPM sensor, the readings from the sensor were compared to
the manufacturer specifications of a drill. The maximum RPM was measured to be 1666.67 RPM,
and the manufacturer of the drill states that the maximum is 1650 RPM. It is possible that the
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drill can exceed the max RPM as the manufacturer listed maximum RPM is an average RPM
while under a load. Regardless, the results were close enough to verify the accuracy of the sensor.
Figures 18 and 19 show the result of the drill test, where the drill speed was gradually increased
and then lowered once it reached its maximum RPM. There were a few outliers in the data,
which may be attributed to the drill shaking and not staying in a constant position while it was
going at the fastest speed. A filter could be implemented to avoid any sharp outliers in the data to
avoid the issue in the future.

Figure 18: Table of RPMs recorded during the drill test
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Figure 19: Scatter plot of RPMs recorded during the drill test

GPS
To test the accuracy of the GPS data, the GPS was taken outside and placed in a parking
lot. The data was then recorded, and the coordinates imported into Google Maps. Figure 21
shows the reported location of the system, which is accurate to within a few feet. Note, the first
few rows of data were recorded before the GPS found a lock. Before the GPS can operate
properly, it must find a satellite and establish a lock.

Figure 20: GPS data gathered during the test
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Figure 21: GPS coordinates displayed using Google Maps

Voltage and Current Sensor
Unfortunately, the voltage and current sensors were not able to be tested before this was
submitted. The parts required to test the sensors are inside of the EV Club’s conversion project,
which was not ready for the system to be installed into yet.
Conclusion
The system’s core features worked properly as tested, and the system is ready to be
installed into the UAH EV Club’s conversion project. Several improvements could be made,
such as filtering of data or filtering the data in excel. Implementation of the voltage and current
sensors need to be tested and verified once the system is installed properly. New features, such as
an alert system if the data goes outside of an acceptable range, could be added by future students
working on the project. With more work put into this project, it could serve as a useful tool to
test prototype electric vehicles with.
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Appendix
Code
Main Arduino Code
// Includes
// GPS
#include <NMEAGPS.h>
#include <GPSport.h>
#include <Streamers.h>
// LCD
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
#include <Wire.h>
#include <Encoder.h>
// SD
#include <SPI.h>
#include <SD.h>
#include <String.h>
// Definitions
// GPS
HardwareSerial & gps_port = Serial1;
NMEAGPS gps;
struct gpsData
{
static const uint16_t MIN_KNOTS = 2; // ~11 mph
gps_fix fix;
long lat, lon, mph;
bool gpsStatus;
unsigned month, date, year, hours, minutes, seconds;
};
// LCD
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27,20,4);
struct lcdData
{
int maxMainPages = 5;
int mainPageNum = 0;
};
// SD
const int chipSelect = 53;
String fileName = "1.csv";
bool isFirstLine = true;
// Motor
// powerConsumption
// Rotary Encoder
long oldPosition = -999;
Encoder myEnc(2, 47);
// Settings
// Status
// Temperature
struct temperatureData
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{
int sensePin = A0;
int sensorInput;
double temp1;
double temp2;
double temp3;
double temp4;
};
// Motor
struct motorData
{
int tachPin = 3;
float rpm;
float rps;
int hallInput;
unsigned long time_old;
float s;
double controllerTemp;
double motorTemp;
int sensorInput;
};
int hallCount = 0;
// power
struct powerData
{
int shuntInput;
float current;
int voltageInput;
float batteryVoltage;
};
struct data
{
gpsData GPS;
lcdData LCD;
temperatureData Temperature;
motorData Motor;
powerData Power;
};
void setup()
{
// LCD
lcd.init();
lcd.clear();
lcd.backlight();
lcd.begin(20, 4); // columns,rows
// GPS
gpsSetup();
// SD
Serial.print("Initializing SD card...");
if (!SD.begin(chipSelect))
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{
Serial.println("Card failed, or not present");
// don't do anything more:
//while (1);
}
Serial.println("card initialized.");
createFile();
// Tachometer
pinMode(3, INPUT_PULLUP);
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(3), hallCounter, RISING);
}
void loop()
{
data Data;
if (gps.available(gps_port))
{
Data.GPS.fix = gps.read();
Data.GPS.gpsStatus = true;
}
else
{
Data.GPS.gpsStatus == false;
}
Data.LCD.mainPageNum = encoderPos(Data.LCD);
readGPS(Data.GPS);
readRPM(Data.Motor);
readTemp(Data.Temperature);
readMotorTemps(Data.Motor);
readCurrent(Data.Power);
logData(Data);
lcdPrint(Data);
}
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GPS Code
#include "NMEAGPS.h"
void gpsSetup()
{
Serial.begin( 9600 );
gps_port.begin( 9600 );
}
void readGPS(gpsData& data)
{
if (data.fix.valid.speed) {
uint16_t knots = data.fix.spd.whole;
// Threshold first
if (knots < data.MIN_KNOTS)
knots = 0;
// Simple Low-Pass filter with a window of 4 samples
static uint16_t averageKnots = 0;
averageKnots = (averageKnots * 3) / 4 + knots;
knots
= averageKnots / 4;
// Convert to other units
data.mph = (knots * 1151L) / 1000L;
data.lat = data.fix.latitudeL();
data.lon = data.fix.longitudeL();
data.month = data.fix.dateTime.month;
data.date = data.fix.dateTime.date;
data.year = data.fix.dateTime.year;
data.hours = data.fix.dateTime.hours;
data.minutes = data.fix.dateTime.minutes;
data.seconds = data.fix.dateTime.seconds;
} else {
// No speed available yet
Serial.println( '-' );
}
}
void displayGPS(gpsData& data)
{
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("GPS: ");
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print("Speed: ");
lcd.print(data.mph);
lcd.print(" MPH");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Lat: ");
lcd.print(data.lat);
lcd.setCursor(0, 3);
lcd.print("Lon: ");
lcd.print(data.lon);
}
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LCD Menu Code
void lcdPrint(data& Data)
{
switch(Data.LCD.mainPageNum)
{
case 0:
displayStatus(Data);
break;
case 1:
displayTemp(Data.Temperature);
break;
case 2:
displayGPS(Data.GPS);
break;
case 3:
displayPower(Data.Power);
break;
case 4:
displayMotor(Data.Motor);
break;
default:
displayStatus(Data);
break;
}
}

CSV/ Data Logging Code
void createFile()
{
int num;
int i;
char number[8];
char tempChar;
char file[12];
while(SD.exists(fileName))
{
fileName.toCharArray(file, 12);
tempChar = file[0];
for(i = 0; tempChar != '.'; i++)
{
tempChar = file[i];
if(tempChar != '.')
{
number[i] = tempChar;
}
}
num = atoi(number);
num += 1;
fileName = String(num) + ".csv";
}
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Serial.print("fileName: ");
Serial.println(fileName);
}
void logData(data& Data)
{
File dataFile;
String dataString;
dataFile = SD.open(fileName, FILE_WRITE);
if(isFirstLine == true)
{
dataString = "GPS Status,MM/DD/YY,Time (UTC),Speed,Latitude,Longitude,Temperature
1,Temperature 2,Temperature 3,Temperature 4,Controller Temp,Motor Temp,Battery
Voltage,Current,RPM";
isFirstLine = false;
}
else
{
dataString = String(Data.GPS.gpsStatus) + "," + String(Data.GPS.month) + "/" +
String(Data.GPS.date) + "/" + String(Data.GPS.year) + ","
+ String(Data.GPS.hours) + ":" + String(Data.GPS.minutes) + ":" +
String(Data.GPS.seconds) + "," + String(Data.GPS.mph)
+ "," + String(Data.GPS.lat) + "," + String(Data.GPS.lon) + "," +
String(Data.Temperature.temp1)+ "," + String(Data.Temperature.temp2)
+ "," + String(Data.Temperature.temp3) + "," + String(Data.Temperature.temp4) + ","
+ String(Data.Motor.controllerTemp)
+ "," + String(Data.Motor.motorTemp) + "," + String(Data.Power.batteryVoltage) + ","
+ String(Data.Power.current) + "," + String(Data.Motor.rpm);
}

// if the file is available, write to it:
if (dataFile) {
dataFile.println(dataString);
dataFile.close();
}
// if the file isn't open, pop up an error:
else {
Serial.println("error opening file");
}
}
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Motor Info Code
void displayMotor(motorData& data)
{
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("RPM: ");
lcd.print(data.rpm);
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print("Motor Temp: ");
lcd.print(data.motorTemp);
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Con. Temp: ");
lcd.print(data.controllerTemp);
}
void readMotorTemps(motorData& data)
{
data.sensorInput = analogRead(A5);
data.controllerTemp = (double)data.sensorInput / 1024;
data.controllerTemp = data.controllerTemp * 5;
data.controllerTemp = data.controllerTemp - 0.5;
data.controllerTemp = data.controllerTemp * 100;
data.sensorInput = analogRead(A6);
data.motorTemp = (double)data.sensorInput / 1024;
data.motorTemp = data.motorTemp * 5;
data.motorTemp = data.motorTemp - 0.5;
data.motorTemp = data.motorTemp * 100;
}
void readRPM(motorData& data)
{
if(hallCount >= 1)
{
detachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(3));
data.rpm = (60000.0/(millis()-data.time_old)*hallCount);
data.time_old = millis();
hallCount = 0;
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(3),hallCounter,RISING);
}
else
{
data.rpm = 0;
}
Serial.print("RPM : ");
Serial.println(data.rpm);
}
// interrupt
void hallCounter()
{
hallCount++;
}
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Power Info Code
void displayPower(powerData& data)
{
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("BVoltage: ");
lcd.print(data.batteryVoltage);

lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print("Current: ");
lcd.print(data.current);

lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Power: ");
lcd.print(data.current*data.batteryVoltage);
lcd.print("W");

lcd.setCursor(0, 3);
lcd.print("Economy: ");
}

void readCurrent(powerData& data)
{
data.shuntInput = analogRead(A3);
data.current = (double)data.shuntInput;
data.current = (data.current*5)/(1024);
data.current = data.current * (400/5);
}

void readVoltage(powerData& data)
{
data.voltageInput = analogRead(A5);
data.batteryVoltage = (double)data.voltageInput;
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data.batteryVoltage = (data.batteryVoltage*5)/(1024);
data.batteryVoltage = data.batteryVoltage*(23);
}

Rotary Encoder/ Menu Logic Code
int encoderPos(lcdData& data)
{
int newPosition = myEnc.read()/4;
if(newPosition > data.maxMainPages)
{
myEnc.write(0);
newPosition = 0;
oldPosition = newPosition;
lcd.clear();
return newPosition;
}
if(newPosition < 0)
{
myEnc.write(data.maxMainPages*4);
newPosition = data.maxMainPages;
oldPosition = newPosition;
lcd.clear();
return newPosition;
}

if (newPosition != oldPosition)
{
oldPosition = newPosition;
lcd.clear();
return newPosition;
}
}
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Temperature sensor Code
void readTemp(temperatureData& data)
{
data.sensorInput = analogRead(A1);
data.temp1 = (double)data.sensorInput / 1024;
data.temp1 = data.temp1 * 5;
data.temp1 = data.temp1 - 0.5;
data.temp1 = data.temp1 * 100;
data.sensorInput = analogRead(A2);
data.temp2 = (double)data.sensorInput / 1024;
data.temp2 = data.temp2 * 5;
data.temp2 = data.temp2 - 0.5;
data.temp2 = data.temp2 * 100;
data.sensorInput = analogRead(A6);
data.temp3 = (double)data.sensorInput / 1024;
data.temp3 = data.temp3 * 5;
data.temp3 = data.temp3 - 0.5;
data.temp3 = data.temp3 * 100;
data.sensorInput = analogRead(A7);
data.temp4 = (double)data.sensorInput / 1024;
data.temp4 = data.temp4 * 5;
data.temp4 = data.temp4 - 0.5;
data.temp4 = data.temp4 * 100;
}
void displayTemp(temperatureData& data)
{
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("Temperatures: ");
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print("T1:");
lcd.print(data.temp1);
lcd.print("C");
lcd.setCursor(10, 1);
lcd.print("T2:");
lcd.print(data.temp2);
lcd.print("C");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("T3:");
lcd.print(data.temp3);
lcd.print("C");
lcd.setCursor(10, 2);
lcd.print("T4:");
lcd.print(data.temp4);
lcd.print("C");
}
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